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TO: HASA He,_ckluarters
Attn: '3X/Director of Facilities

FROM: JA/Director of Center Operations

SUBJECT: Environmental Impact Assessment for Upgrade of Lunar
Samples Curatorial Facility

Reference our letter dated August 15, 1974, which transmitted the
Johnson Space Center's Construction of Facilities (CoF) requirements
for fiscal year 1976.

Attached is a copy of the Environmental Impact (El) assessment for
the subject project which was included in the fiscal year 1976
requirements. The El assessments for the remaining fiscal year
1976 projects, which have been submitted to Office of Management and
Budget, '..;ere previously for,<;arded for your review.

The assessment concludes that there will be no significant impact
on the environment, nor irreversible or irretrievable commitment
of resources from tile subject project. It is also concluded that
the project comes under the umbrella of the Center's institutional
EI statement which was published in 1971. Therefore, it appears
that the formal publication of this assessment is not required
under the provisions of the r!ational Environmental Policy Act of
1969.

This assessment is furnished pursuant to instructions contained
in NMI 8800.7C dated April lO, 1974, entitled "Guidelines for
Conducting Assessments and Preparing Environmental Statements
Required by the _]ational Environmental Policy Act of 1969." Your.
review and concurrence in the assessment are requested.

/
i NASAHqs., N. B. Cohen, ADA-I

/,
L/ Enclosure / M.K. Wible, MR/

-- JJ_i _ .>,,_,l+_+.j_:IZ/27/74:2731 bcc:
f ; , ,

TH/D. L Teeearden _'_'_ :,_,,io_/_. _ '• ,. ioqz_tr

JH54!!'!. _,u_ale_
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UPGRADE OF LUNAR SA_fPLES CURATORIAL FACILITY, BUILDING 31

of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)

Houston, Texas

December 1974

FOREWORD:

The success of the NASA Apollo lunar missions was partially measured by
the material collected and returned to Earth. These materi_la _re 6f

immense value in advancing the scientific knowledge of the universe.

There is need to preserve these samples for study over a time period

that extends to future generations. The lunar samples curatorial

staff of NASA is responsible for the care, safeguarding, and dis-

semination of these materials for scientific study. It has been

recognized that unwarranted risks arise from the continued use of

the existing JSC building 31 in the storage and processing of the

samples. Upgrading of curatorial facilities as provided by this

project will afford protection to the lunar materials from natural

and manmade hazards including tornadoes_ hurricanes, flooding,

and theft.

The following environmental impact assessment for the titled project

has been prepared subsequent to the publication of the institutional

Environmental Impact (EI) statement for the Manned Spacecraft Center

(now the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC)), dated February 18,

1971. Subject project will be constructed within the confines of

JSC, and will, therefore, retain the environmental setting described
in the Center's El statement. This assessment concludes that there

will be no significant impact on the environment, nor irreversible or

irretrievable commitment of resources from the subject project. It

is therefore concluded that this project comes under the umbrella of

the Center's instituitional EI statement, and that the formal publica-

tion of this assessment is not required under the provisions of the

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.
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!. i)cscrirLion o£ !ropo:kk_ Action

This project will provide an annex to existirl6 %uiidins 3i %o
facilitate adequate storage and handling of the lunar smmples
at JSC. The building annex will contain approximately 15,O0O

squ_re feet (7,500 squ_re feet on two f]oors)_ and will be a
windowless structure. This' structure will contain secure _au!ts to

house the lunar smnple collection and to acco_m!odase additional

supporting functions for processing of the lunar materials. The
lunar storage area will provide an inert atmosphere and nonreactive

containers and tools to protect the samples against chemical and

physical degradation. The building will be constructed to withstand

anticipated natural or manmade hazards for a period of at least

50 years. Pristine lunar materials will be maintained in an atmos-

phere of pure nitrogen. The storage vaults will be elevated to

protect against hurricanes and attendant flooding. Access to the
laboratoriesand vaults will be at the second floor level and will be

monitored th_'ough very high security measures. Cleanliness features

shall preclude contamination of the lunar samples from vapors or

particulate matter. Nitrogen glove box cabinets will be provided

for storing samples within the pristine vault.

The existing JSC utility tunnel system will be extended to the

mechanical equipment area serving the new building annex. Alarm

systems will be provided to activate when the uninterrupted power

system reaches an unusual or unacceptable quality of power. Alarm

systems will also be provided to activate when the facility environ-

mental systems reach unacceptable levels, or when the security system
is violated.

II. Relationship of the Proposed Action to Land Use Plans, Policies,
and Controls

This project will conform with the land use plans of JSC as described
in the institutional E1 statement for the Center, previously published.

These plans prescribe the location, architectural concepts, and con-
struction features for the variety of facilities located within the

Center. The location of the building annex near the existing

curatorial facilities will maintain the functional planning established

for JSC.

The proposed action will not violate land use controls of other

Governmental agencies for the area in which JSC is located.
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The primary or direct i_act on the area's environment from this

project is expected to be negligible. There is no significant

amount of pollutants expected to be generated[, discharged, or emitted

from the curatorial facilities. There is no prehahle addition to

noise pollution from t_-e facilities. Utility serv£ces to be provided

to this building include chilled water supply and return, s%es_iiand

condensate return, compressed air, gaseous nitrogen, potable water

(domestic and fire protection), and sanitary sewerage. These util-

ities are common to those supplied other buildings at JSC and are
described in more detail in the aforementioned institutional E1

statement for the Center. Controls will be provided during construc-

tion of the building annex to avoid the transport of soils via storm
water runoff from excavations.

The secondary or indirect environmental consequences from this proj-
ect will be more beneficial than adverse. Construction of the

curatorial facilities will have minimal short-term effects on the

local economy. The proposed facilities will contribute to the
normal functions of JSC. These functions are described in more

detail in the previously published E1 statement for the Center.

Of more consequence, the completion of the facilities in this project

will provide for the safeguarding and efficient investigation of the

lunar samples. This investigation is expected to enhance man's

knowledge of the universe and to contribute to the protection and

improvement of the environment.

IV. Alternatives of the Proposed Action

Improved facilities for the storage and processing of the lunar

samples are essential to assure adequate protection and care of

these valuable materials. Alternatives to the proposed action

include (i) no action or (2) construction of similar facilities

at another location. The possible consequence of the first alterna-

tive is loss of the samples or damage to their usefulness from theft,

accident, or natural hazards. To relocate the curatorial facility

elsewhere would require an entirely new building without the cost-

saving use of the existing ancillary facilities in building 31. It

is estimated that a facility with an additional 20,000 square foot

area would be required at another remote location. <_ summary,

neither of the apparent alternatives to this project seem to be

practical or justified.
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This p_'oject appears to provide no significant adverse primary
environmental effects. There will be no apparent increase in air,

water, or noise pol_ution from the use of the proposed facilities.

The _ti.lity _e_'v_:_e_to l'_e<,r'evidod-_er ti_e cur_o_ria! facility are
av_ilable at JSC a:'_d:..rec<-':_:_o_to _he ._<_-vico."l'_'ovided for ovher

buildings at the Center. _..,ustewc.v.erge__ei'atedby the proposed

action will receive the same type of monitoring, treatment, and

discharge as afforded other JSC facilities.

The secondary or indirect environmental effects from this project

appear to be minimal. Construction of the new facility will

represent a normal action in the ongoing functions of the Center.
The economic and other effects of the Center on the area's environ-

ment are detailed in the institutional E1 statement which was

published in 1971. This project, therefore, also comes under the

umbrella of the previous E1 statement for the Center and retains

the overall advantages which outweigh disadvantages in the evalua-
tion of environmental effects.

VI. Relationship between Local Short-Term and Long-Term Effects

from the Proposed Action

The advantages from this project of a long-term increase in knowledge

of the universe and in the enhancement of man's environment appears

to outweigh any potential disadvantages. The minimal local short-
term effects on the environment include construction activities and

the commitment of a relatively small value of resources in the

installation of the facilities. The long-term effects include the

potential for increased knowledge of lunar materials and its

application to the understanding and use of the Earth's resources.

VII. Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources

Involved in the Proposed Action

The commitment of natural resources in this project is relatively

insignificant. Construction of the facility will include materials
in common use. There will be no substantial curtailment of the area's

environmental potential, degradation of natural or cultural resources,
or loss or destruction of environmental resources from the proposed

action. Neither the project facilities nor functions appear to

irreversibly affect the use or commitment of land or other resources.

The termination of the need for the proposed facility will permit

the reuse of the building or land area for other purposes.
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This project will provide facilities for the adequate protection and

use of the samples of lunar materials retouched to Earth as part of

the national effort Jn the exploratior_ of s]_'_ce. Consequently,
this lunar materi_.S reoreser'ts a substantial na_Se:_s] investment;

_,_nd its adequate care, protection_ an._. i'%vest-gation _re i]- confoi_,l--

_nce with Nation's to the of forpolicy explorationour use space
the benefit of all mankind. The consideration of these interests

of Federal policy support the early completion of the proposed
action.

In summary, it is concluded that there will be no significant

impact on the environment from this project; that it is desirable

to construct the lunar sample curatorial facility at the proposed

location; and that it is in the best interests of our national

policy for the exploration of space to complete the proposed action.




